Processing, axonal transport and cardioregulatory functions of peptides derived from two related prohormones generated by alternative splicing of a single gene in identified neurons VD1 and RPD2 of Lymnaea.
The VD1/RPD2 mRNA precursor in identified neurons VD1 and RPD2 of the freshwater snail Lymnaea stagnalis is alternatively spliced to yield two related variants encoding two distinct yet related preprohormones, named the VD1/RPD2-A and -B preprohormones. Here, we report the isolation and structural characterization of alpha 1, alpha 2 and beta peptides from dissected neurons VD1 and RPD2. The alpha 1 and alpha 2 peptides are derived from VD1/RPD2-A and B prohormones, respectively, whereas beta peptide is identical for both prohormones. In addition, we report the isolation and structural characterization of the alpha 2 peptide from the heart, demonstrating that the mature peptides are transported and released in the heart. The pharmacological actions of synthetic alpha 1 and alpha 2 peptides on isolated auricle preparations of the Lymnaea heart were examined. The two alpha peptides have similar excitatory effects on beat rate and beat amplitude, while their potencies differed considerably, indicating that alternative splicing results in structurally and functionally overlapping, through non-identical, sets of peptides.